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I. THE FACTS  

 
1. The Applicant joined the Bank in September 2010 as a Senior Integrity and Prevention 

Officer, in the Integrity and Anti-Corruption Department (IACD). He was promoted to 
Principal Integrity and Prevention Officer in May 2013, a position he occupied until his 
dismissal from the Bank for serious misconduct, effective from 28 July 2015.   

 
2. On 22 September 2010, the IACD started investigating the Hitachi Group in respect of 

allegations of fraud and corruption in a project financed by the Bank, namely the Medupi 
Power Plant project, in South Africa. The project, involving financing in the amount of USD 
346 000 000, was one of the largest private sector projects undertaken by the Bank. The 
Hitachi Group retained a US law firm, Davis Polk & Wardwell, to represent them in regard 
to the fraud allegations. In March 2013, the Respondent engaged the services of a UK firm, 
Bretton Woods Law, to provide advice to the Bank with respect to laying charges against 
the Hitachi Group before the Bank’s Sanctions Commissioner. 

 
3. On 19 June 2013, Bretton Woods Law sent an email to the IACD Director and two other 

senior IACD officials, to which was attached a privileged legal document advising the Bank 
on the strategy it should adopt in handling the sanctions claim against Hitachi Group. On 
12 July 2013, a representative of the law firm Davis Polk & Wardell advised the Bank that it 
had received a copy of the privileged document. This was not the first communication that 
Davis Polk & Wardwell had received from an anonymous source regarding the Bank. In April 
of 2013, they had received an unsigned letter, purportedly from “Jallow Cadrick” of 
Washington D.C., which did not contain any privileged information. The April letter was, 
however, highly critical of the Bank and its sanctions process, and made allegations of 
corruption and incompetence against various Bank employees, including the Applicant’s 
Director. The letter concluded by imploring Davis Polk & Wardwell to “[p]lease put these 
criminals from the AfDB in their place and expose their unprofessional actions and lies today 
to their Bank President”.  
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4. An anonymous email (the Alghan Ali email) was sent to the President of the Bank, dated 20 
June 2013, from an address alghan2013@yahoo.com and purporting to be from “Alghan 
Ali”. The email bore a striking similarity of content to the anonymous letter sent to Davis 
Polk & Wardwell in April 2013 and contained defamatory statements about highly ranked 
officials within the Bank. 
 

5. In August 2013, the Bank initiated an investigation to determine the source of the leak of 
privileged information and soon thereafter, appointed two members of the firm of Bretton 
Woods Law, as External Investigators in respect of such investigation. On 12 August 2013, 
the Director of IACD informed all staff in the Department of the investigation.  

 
6. In October 2013, Bretton Woods Law commenced an examination of the internet browser 

history of all IACD staff. This strategy proved problematic and was later abandoned. 
Approval was given for the hard drives of the laptops of all IACD staff to be copied. The 
Applicant’s work-issued laptop was seized for examination and analysis along with that of 
all other IACD staff. The hard drives of these laptops were imaged overnight and returned 
to the respective staff the following morning. 

 
7. Each of the 26 staff members in the IACD (including the Applicant) were interviewed by 

Bretton Woods Law during the course of the investigation. Evidence was discovered on the 
Applicant’s hard drive that suggested he had been involved in the leak of the privileged 
information.  On 19 March 2014, the Applicant received notification that he was a subject 
in the investigation. On 2 April 2014, the Applicant was placed on administrative leave, with 
pay, “until the completion of the investigation in process”. The Applicant’s suspension was 
subsequently extended four times, resulting in a suspension lasting some 16 months.  

 
8. On 7 May 2014, the Applicant asked the Vice President, Corporate Services at the Bank, 

CSVP, (the Vice President), to review the decision to place him on “administrative leave”, 
asserting, inter alia, that the Bank had violated his due process rights and that the 
“administrative leave” constituted a disguised form of indefinite leave. On 6 June 2014, the 
Vice President, CSVP wrote to the Applicant, stating that she was unable to make a decision 
on his request for review as she was waiting for a response from the General Counsel of 
the Bank (the General Counsel).   

 
9. On 20 June 2014, the Applicant submitted Appeal No. 236 to the Staff Appeals Committee 

(APCU Appeal No. 236) challenging the decision to place him on “administrative leave”. The 
Applicant’s appeal had not been resolved by the Staff Appeals Committee as at the date of 
the Applicant’s dismissal from the Bank. 

 
10. The Bretton Woods Law investigation determined that the Applicant had been involved in 

leaking the legal opinion. The investigation report concluded that the Applicant and his 
colleague, Ms E. O., were, on a balance of probabilities, responsible for the disclosure of 
privileged information to counsel for the Hitachi Group. 
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11. The conclusion reached in the investigation report was that the Applicant had played an 
instrumental role in the leaks, assisted by Ms E. O. The report relied on the following 
evidence to come to its conclusion: 

 
i. The Applicant had viewed the website of Davis Polk & Wardwell, including the 

biographical page for the counsel representing Hitachi Group on the same day that 
the IACD was provided with the legal opinion. The Applicant was unable to explain 
why he did this when questioned about it. The email regarding the legal opinion 
was received by the IACD at 11h36 am and the searches were conducted by the 
Applicant within two hours, at 1h01 pm. 

 
ii. The Applicant also viewed the website of Bretton Woods Law on the day after the 

IACD was informed of the leak. He was again was unable to explain the reason for 
doing so. 

 
iii. The “Alghan Ali” email was identified as being associated with the Applicant. The 

forensic examination of his laptop revealed two reminders in his AfDB email 
account containing references to the “Alghan Ali” email account, both of which 
had been saved to the calendar on 9h08 am on 20 June 2013, some 21 minutes 
before the email to the President was sent.  

 
iv. Fragments of Skype conversations between the Applicant and Ms E. O. were 

recovered in which the two discussed their dissatisfaction with a number of their 
superiors. 

 
v. The Applicant had given vague answers to a number of questions put to him by 

the investigators during his interview. 
 

12. On 26 August 2014, the General Counsel provided the Applicant with excerpts of the draft 
investigation report, and the Applicant was afforded the opportunity to comment on the 
findings of the investigation. After reviewing the Applicant’s submissions, a final report was 
issued, dated 13 October 2014.  
 

13. On 23 February 2015, the Director, CHRM, served the Applicant with a document entitled 
“Charges Pursuant to an Investigation”, with a request for the Applicant’s written response 
thereto within 14 days.  The Applicant was subsequently formally charged with misconduct 
before the Disciplinary Committee. These charges were: 

 
(i) Failing to discharge his functions and conduct himself in the Bank’s best interest 

contrary to Regulations 3.2 and 3.11 of the Bank’s Staff Rules, by obstructing the 
Bank’s investigations into fraud and corruption in respect of the Medupi project. 
 

(ii) Communicating confidential information to persons outside the Bank contrary to 
Regulation 3.11 of the Bank’s Staff Rules on Oath of Service. 
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(iii) Misusing Bank property, namely laptop, provided for official activities and internet 
facilities, for purposes contrary to the Bank’s best interest.  

 
14. On 1 April 2015, the allegations against the Applicant were referred to the Bank’s 

Disciplinary Committee. On 29 May 2015, the Disciplinary Committee submitted its Report 
and Recommendations to the Vice President.  

 
15. The Disciplinary Committee had regard to the following in considering whether the 

Applicant could be linked to the leaked information: 
 

(i) 1 ½ hours after the sending of the confidential document by Bretton Woods Law 
to three IACD officials on 19 June 2013, the Applicant did a ‘google search’ on 
Davis Polk & Wardwell. 

 
(ii) The day after the second leaked document was sent to Davis Polk & Wardwell, the 

Applicant did a ‘google search’ on Messrs. MARLER and OMARI of Bretton Woods 
Law. 

 
(iii) The Applicant searched a site <trust.org> mentioned in the first leaked letter to 

Davis Polk & Wardwell. 
 
(iv) The Applicant did a search on his colleague “BENOHR” spelling it incorrectly 

“BENHOR”, just as it was incorrectly spelt in the two leaked letters. 
 
(v) Traces to “Alghan Ali” were found on the Applicant’s laptop. 
 
(vi) Fragments of Skype conversations between the Applicant and Ms E. O. evidencing 

a desire by them to frustrate the Bank’s investigation against Hitachi. 
 

16. The Committee concluded that there was a nexus which was proximate in time between 
the leaked documents, and the Applicant’s actions and searches on the internet about 
individuals and entities to whom disclosures were made.  

 
17. The Disciplinary Committee also found sufficient evidence to show that: (i) the Applicant 

had deliberately obstructed the investigation of Bretton Woods Law; (ii) he was directly or 
indirectly involved in the leakage of the confidential information; and (iii) he sent a 
defamatory letter to the President of the Bank. It, however, noted that in the absence of 
corroborating evidence, he should be absolved of the second and third charges. 

 
18. The recommendations of the Disciplinary Committee provided for (i) a formal written 

warning against the Applicant for obstructive and unfair behaviour, (ii) transfer to another 
department and (iii) recording of these disciplinary measures in the Applicant’s 
performance evaluation.  
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19. Following receipt of the Disciplinary Committee’s Report, the Vice President requested that 
the General Counsel carry out a “separate evaluation” of the evidence against the 
Applicant.  

 
20. The General Counsel reviewed the evidence and issued a report on 26 June 2015, finding 

that there was sufficient evidence to establish that the Applicant had been involved in the 
disclosure of the privileged information and that he had committed serious misconduct 
justifying his dismissal from the Bank. The General Counsel concluded that the 
recommendations of the Disciplinary Panel should be rejected and that the Applicant be 
dismissed. 
 

21. The decision to terminate the Applicant’s employment with the Bank was communicated 
to the Applicant by letter dated 16 July 2015 from the Vice President. In the termination 
letter, the Vice President stated: 

 
“Having reviewed the separate evaluation of the evidence together with the report 
of the Disciplinary Committee, I have determined that the allegations against you 
are founded and that you are guilty of serious misconduct touching upon the 
financial and other important interests of the Bank. The appropriate sanction in 
this case is dismissal in accordance with Staff Regulation 6.11 (iii), Staff Regulation 
10.2”. 

 
A subsequent letter to the Applicant confirmed that his dismissal would be effective as of 
28 July 2015. 

 
II. ARGUMENTS OF THE PARTIES 

 
The Applicant 
 

22. The Applicant challenges four administrative decisions: (i) the decision to unlawfully 
dismiss him from the Bank; (ii) the decision by the Bank to unfairly rely on the results of an 
illegal and biased investigation process as the primary basis for dismissing him; (iii)  the 
decision of the Director, CHRM, to place him on “Administrative Leave” for 16 months 
without due process; and (iv) the failure of the Staff Appeals Committee, APCU, to hear his 
Appeals No. 236 in a timely manner. 

 
23. Insofar as the termination of his employment is concerned, the Applicant submits that 

there were serious violations of his right to due process as provided for in the Staff Bill of 
Rights. The Applicant further contends that the internal Rules and Regulations of the Bank 
were disregarded, especially the time limits for conducting, reporting and taking decisions 
with respect to the Report of the Disciplinary Committee.  Consequently, the Applicant 
submits that the entire process leading to his dismissal lacked fairness and transparency. 
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24. The Applicant submits that that there was no valid reason to dismiss him from employment 
as the decision to dismiss him was based on the results of an invalid, irregular and non-
objective investigation carried out by Bretton Woods Law.  

 
25. The Applicant accepts that under Clause 3.4.7 of the IACD Investigation Manual 2013, the 

IACD can engage approved independent third party specialists to assist with its 
investigations. Insofar as the involvement of Bretton Woods Law in the investigation was 
concerned, the Applicant submits that it was inappropriate to appoint members of the firm 
as External Independent Investigators. He submits that Bretton Woods Law was an 
interested party as it had sent the leaked document to the IACD. According to the Applicant, 
Bretton Woods Law could itself have been responsible for the leak.   

 
26. Not only did Bretton Woods Law have a conflict of interest, the Applicant says that it lacked 

independence and was biased against him. In support of this claim, the Applicant says that 
his official computer was unlawfully seized and accessed in breach of Provision 9 of 
Presidential Directive, No. 04, 2013.  

 
27. The Applicant further contends that the investigations were carried out in contravention of 

Clause 1.5.5 (a) and (b) of the Investigative Manual as well as the Standard Operating 
Procedures which regulates all IACD investigations and requires that all IACD investigations 
be conducted in a fair, objective and impartial manner.  

 
28. The Applicant says that the decision to terminate his employment was not taken within the 

time-frame permitted by Rule 102.05 of the Staff Rules, and second, that his suspension 
lasted longer than 6 months, thereby violating Rule 101.01 of the Staff Rules. 

 
29. The Applicant submits that Staff Rule 102.05(b) stipulates that once the disciplinary process 

is initiated, the Disciplinary Panel has 30 days to provide the Vice President with its Report 
and Recommendations. Rule 102.05(c) states that the Vice President then has 30 days to 
decide on the appropriate discipline to impose. According to the Applicant, and in terms of 
Rule 102.05, if either of these timelines are not met, the disciplinary proceeding will be 
deemed to have been terminated. 

 
30. The Disciplinary proceedings began on 1 April 2015. The Applicant was summoned for a 

hearing on 28 April 2015. According to the Applicant, the Disciplinary Committee Report 
was published on 26 June 2015. The Applicant submits that the report was procured 
outside the prescribed time-limit and is therefore invalid.  

 
31. The Applicant further submits that the decision to terminate his employment was made on 

16 July 2015, more than a month and a half outside of the time allotted by Rule 102.05 for 
such a decision. The Vice President made the decision to dismiss the Applicant after the 30-
day time limit had expired.  The Applicant submits that this Tribunal has held that it is of 
paramount importance that the Bank abide by the timelines set out in Rule 102.05, and 
that its failure to do so “could, in certain circumstances, lead to the quashing of a decision 
taken out of time”: S.A.C. v. African Development Bank, Judgment No. 80.  
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32. The Applicant further submits that Rule 101.01(a) allows the Bank to suspend an employee 

for a period not exceeding three months, with a possible extension for an additional three 
months, pending the completion of an investigation into the employee’s alleged 
misconduct. In this case, the Applicant was suspended for a total of 16 months while the 
investigation and the subsequent disciplinary process was completed. This is a clear 
violation of his rights under Rule 101.01, and warrants that the decision to terminate his 
employment be quashed. 
 

33. According to the Applicant, the Bank failed to produce evidence that meets the required 
standard of proof of misconduct. The Applicant submits that the evidence against him is at 
best sketchy, based on conjecture, and totally unreliable. The Applicant says that the 
Director of IACD engaged in a deliberate and sustained personalised attack on him that 
ultimately led to his unfair dismissal. For these reasons, the Applicant contends that the 
decision to terminate his employment should be set aside because it lacks a sufficient 
evidentiary foundation. 

 
34. With respect to the “separate evaluation” carried out by the General Counsel, the Applicant 

submits that it was erroneous and invalid for the Vice President to rely on the review by 
the General Counsel, as it was not a “separate evaluation” of the Disciplinary Committee’s 
Report, as required by Staff Rule 102.08 (b), which is limited to seeking legal interpretation 
of established facts. Consequently, by seeking a separate opinion, the Bank acted ultra vires 
the Rules.  

 
35. The Applicant argues that the “separate evaluation” was deprived of the necessary 

impartiality and independence as the General Counsel had supervised the impugned 
investigation, and could not therefore objectively review the findings of the Panel.  He 
argues that the multiple roles of the General Counsel, as counselor, overseer of the 
investigation, formulator of charges, participant in disciplinary proceedings and evaluator 
of the Report of the Disciplinary Committee, was tantamount to being a judge, jury and 
prosecutor in his own cause and renders the entire process a nullity. 

 
36. The Applicant also contends that he was denied appropriate recourse to the Staff Appeals 

Committee, APCU, with respect to Appeal No. 236.  He submits that the refusal of the Staff 
Appeals Committee to hear and determine his appeal against the decision of the Bank to 
impose an indefinite “administrative leave” was irregular and prejudicial to his due process 
rights. The Staff Appeals Committee chose to invite him to a hearing several months after 
his dismissal in 2015. 

 
The Respondent  
 

37. The Bank says that the letter of 1 April 2014, placing the Applicant on “Administrative 
Leave” used that terminology in a generic manner and its use was consistent with the 
safeguards provided for in Section (1) (h) of the Staff Members Bill of Rights. However, 
when it became apparent that the use of the term was inconsistent with its use and 
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definition under the Staff Rules and Regulations, the Bank’s letter of 30 June 2014 clarified 
that the Applicant was on suspension in accordance with Staff Rule 101.01(a). 

 
38. The Bank relies on Application No 2011/03 where the Tribunal stated: 

 
“It is to the benefit of the Bank’s employees that the Bank conducts a thorough 
investigation into allegations of staff misconduct, rather than acting precipitously, 
potentially to the detriment of the employees.”  S.A.C. v. African Development Bank, 
cited supra. 

 
39. According to the Bank, what is properly before the Tribunal is the Applicant’s challenge to 

the 16 July 2015 decision to dismiss him from the Bank, as modified by the 28 July 2015 
letter, changing the effective date of his dismissal to 28 July 2015.  

 
40. According to the Bank, the underlying reason for the Applicant’s termination included the 

leak of confidential information relating to an IACD investigation in two letters sent to 
lawyers at Davis Polk & Wardwell. Instead of seeking to discredit these allegations, the Bank 
says that the Applicant has resorted to making irrelevant procedural allegations which do 
not advance his case. 

 
41. The Bank does not dispute the Applicant’s claim that Rule 101.01 of the Staff Rules only 

permits it to suspend an employee from work for a total of six months, pending the 
conclusion of an investigation into that employee’s misconduct. It submits, however, that 
this restriction should not apply in an instance such as this where the investigation requires 
longer than six months to complete, either as a result of the complexity of the issues or for 
logistical reasons. In this case, the investigation took place over an extended period as a 
result of the complicated nature of the investigation, the number of people to be 
interviewed, and the time required to carry out a proper forensic review of the evidence, 
and technical difficulties relating to the recovery of information from the computers of 
IACD employees.  

 
42. The Bank asserts that the investigation was conducted in good faith, and the Applicant’s 

continued suspension during the investigation was necessary in order to ensure the 
integrity of the investigation. The Bank further submits that the Tribunal has held that it is 
proper for it to ensure that investigations into employee misconduct are thorough, 
regardless of the delays that such an investigation might cause. The Bank places reliance 
on a decision of the World Bank Tribunal which held that a lengthy investigation is not per 
se breach of due process if the length of the investigation is proportionate to the complexity 
of the issues: L Decision, WBAT No. 353 (2006). The Bank therefore submits that the 
Applicant’s 16 month suspension should not be considered to breach the Applicant’s right 
to due process. 
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43. The Bank submits that the appointment of Bretton Woods Law as external investigators 
was proper. IACD has concurrent jurisdiction with SIO/SIEO to investigate staff misconduct, 
particularly where that misconduct predates 18 September 2013 when the Board of 
Directors approved the creation of the Staff Investigations and Ethics Office, SIEO, in 
Resolution B/BD/2013/13. The alleged misconduct in this case arose in July 2013, prior to 
the creation of the SIO/SIEO. Furthermore, paragraph 6.2 of the SIEO’s Terms of Reference 
creates an exception which empowers the President of the Bank, to appoint an alternate 
party from inside or outside the Bank to investigate allegations of misconduct on the part 
of IACD and SIEO staff.  

 
44. The Bank submits that the external investigators observed due process in carrying out their 

investigation and that they were transparent and professional in conducting interviews, 
forensic evaluations and analysing data retrieved from IACD staff. The Bank further denies 
that the Bretton Woods Law had a conflict of interest as it was evident from the content of 
both the April and July 2013 letters that the author was an embittered insider within the 
Bank.  

 
45. The Bank asserts that the Applicant’s due process rights were respected throughout the 

process leading to his dismissal. All IACD staff were notified about the Bretton Woods Law 
investigation, and the decision to seize and image their laptop computers, and official 
authorization was obtained in compliance with Presidential Directive No. 04/2013. The 
Applicant was, moreover, adequately notified of the alleged misconduct of which he was a 
suspect on 19 March 2014. Despite being afforded opportunities to respond to questions 
relating to information obtained from his computer hard drive, the Applicant chose to be 
evasive, prompting the investigators to caution him that adverse inferences could be drawn 
from his conduct.  

 
46. The Bank says that it fully respected the timelines for disciplinary proceedings and Staff 

Rules 102.05 (a) and (b). It ensured that the Applicant was informed about the transfer of 
his case to the Disciplinary Committee on 1 April 2015. The Committee obtained the 
required extension of time, in writing, from the Vice President. It further respected the 30-
day time limit for the submission of its report. The Vice President’s letter to the Applicant 
dated 10 June 2015 advised him that she, the Vice President, was already in receipt of the 
Committee’s Report, but she was contemplating a “separate evaluation” pursuant to Staff 
Rule 108 (b).  

 
47. The Bank submits that the role of the General Counsel in this evaluation was in order 

because nothing precludes the Bank from seeking a separate opinion from him. It was the 
separate evaluation that informed the decision of the Vice President to dismiss the 
Applicant on 16 July 2015. 

 
48. The Bank concedes that it bears the burden of proof, but notes that the standard of proof 

required in a case such as this is proof on a balance of probabilities. Consequently, the 
Applicant’s refusal to comment on available evidence points to his complicity in the covert 
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leak of privileged information and the anonymous letter sent to the President of the Bank 
maligning the reputation and integrity of various senior staff members.  

 
49. The Bank submits that the forensic evidence uncovered in the investigation is sufficient to 

establish a prima facie case that the Applicant was complicit in the leak. Once a prima facie 
case has been established, the burden shifts to the employee to rebut the evidence against 
them: N.O. v ADB, Application No. 2007/004. The Applicant failed to do so here. 

 
50. As regards the decision to dismiss the Applicant, the Bank submits that the sanction of 

dismissal was proportional to the misconduct in this case. The Applicant’s misconduct went 
to the very heart of the IACD and its own integrity as the Bank’s foremost investigative 
organ. As such, the malicious and insidious nature of the leak had far reaching 
consequences for the Bank’s integrity and reputation. The leak further suggested that the 
IACD had been compromised from within, as the Applicant’s conduct was intended to cause 
maximum damage to the investigation of a major private sector flagship project.  
 

III. REQUESTS OF THE PARTIES 
 

51. The Applicant asks the Tribunal to: 
 

(1) Declare that the investigations carried out by Bretton Woods Law together with the 
findings thereof were irregular, biased and contrary to the rules of natural justice, 
the Bank’s Rules and Regulations and established sound investigative practices; 
 

(2) Rescind the Bank’s decision to dismiss him from its services; 
 

(3) Reinstate the Applicant to his position as Principal Integrity and Prevention Officer; 
 

(4) Or in the alternative to reinstatement, order the Bank to pay him three years of full 
salary and benefits including the Bank’s contribution to the Staff Pension Fund; 
 

(5) Expunge all references to the dismissal decisions including the investigation reports, 
the disciplinary proceedings and the reviews from all offices on copy; 
 

(6) Order payment of: 
 

(i) salary and benefits retroactively from the date of dismissal up to the date of 
judgment;  
 

(ii) lost employment income in the amount of 5,197,373.00 CFA for the Applicant’s 
spouse which was directly occasioned by the Applicant’s sudden dismissal as 
she was forced to decline an offer of a one-year employment contract at the 
International Community School of Abidjan. 
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(7) Order payment of compensation under the following headings: 

 
(i) Damages due to mental and psychological trauma and loss of reputation caused 

by the associated stigma of being investigated and exceptional hardship 
suffered by the Applicant and his family, in Tunis and Abidjan - 150,000 UA.  
 

(ii) Damages due to irregular prolonged investigation, endless suspension and 
violation of the Applicant’s due process rights - 62,507 UA;  
 

(iii) Damages for unlawful denial of justice by the Staff Appeals Committee, through 
an undermined Appeal No. 236 - 62,507 UA 

 
(8) Order payment of legal costs and expenses of $45,000 USD.  

 
The Respondent 
 

52. The Respondent asks the Tribunal to: 
 
(1) Affirm the decisions of the Vice President dated 16 July 2015 and 28 July 2015 

dismissing the Applicant for serious misconduct; 
 

(2) Declare that the suspension of the Applicant albeit long, was necessary and does not 
impugn on the validity of the decision to dismiss him; 
 

(3) Dismiss the Applicant’s claim for monetary compensation, legal fees, rescission, costs 
and expenses; 
 

(4) Dismiss the Applicant’s claim for reinstatement and all other ancillary relief requested 
by him; 
 

(5) Declare that the Respondent’s actions were in accordance with the Staff Rules and 
Regulations.  

 
IV. PROCEDURAL MATTERS 

 
53. The Bank seeks the leave of this Tribunal for the hearing of witnesses. It wants to call two 

witnesses, namely, Jazz Omari and Jordan Howells, both of whom are external 
investigators. It submits that the external investigators will testify on (i) the investigative 
procedures adopted in this matter, (ii) the evidence gathered implicating the Applicant, (iii) 
the interviews held with the Applicant and (iv) the charges levelled against the Applicant. 
 

54. This Application is opposed by the Applicant on the basis that it was an afterthought and is 
being made with the objective of frustrating his right to a fair trial. 
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55. This matter has been pending before the Tribunal for a very lengthy period. The request of 
the Bank has been made out of time. Furthermore, the Tribunal is of the view that there is 
no new evidence sought to be led by the Bank and the matter can properly be decided on 
the papers in the Application.  

 
56. Consequently, the request for hearing of additional witnesses was refused.  

 
V. THE LAW 

 
57. As has already been mentioned in paragraph 22, the Applicant challenges four 

administrative decisions taken by the Bank. The Tribunal notes that the Applicant has raised 
numerous alleged formal and substantive irregularities in relation to the investigation of 
the allegations against him and his subsequent dismissal. While the Tribunal has considered 
each of the Applicant’s arguments, it is not necessary to address each one in this judgment.  
 

58. The Applicant submits that the appointment of members of the firm of Bretton Woods Law 
as external investigators was irregular. The Applicant submits that the leak of the privileged 
opinion had to have emanated from within either the Bank or the law firm. As a potential 
source of the leak, Bretton Woods Law was thus in a conflict of interest, and the firm should 
thus not have been retained to act as External Independent Investigators. According to the 
Applicant, any evidence obtained by Bretton Woods Law is thus unreliable and should not 
be taken into account by the Tribunal. The Applicant further submits that Bretton Woods 
Law had a financial interest in the outcome of the Medupi investigation which further 
compromised its independence and impartiality. 

 
59. The Bank on the other hand denies that any conflict of interest existed on the part of 

Bretton Woods Law. It points out that it is evident from the content of the covering letter 
sent to Davis Polk & Wardwell with the confidential opinion that the source of the leak 
possessed detailed information regarding the personnel and internal operations of the 
IACD. Bretton Woods Law would not have been privy to such information, and there was 
thus no realistic possibility that it was the source of the leak.  

 
60. The concerns raised by the Applicant are noteworthy. Given that Bretton Woods Law could, 

theoretically, have been a possible the source of the leak, it may have been preferable from 
the perspective of appearances if another external investigator had been retained by the 
Bank. That said, there was nothing to suggest that Bretton Woods Law was involved in the 
leak. In fact, all the evidence pointed away from Bretton Woods Law. As noted by the Bank, 
the source of the leak possessed information regarding the internal operations of the IACD 
that could not have been known to anyone at Bretton Woods Law. 

 
61. Furthermore, the covering letter sent to Davis Polk & Wardwell displayed a level of personal 

animosity towards the Bank and senior members of the Bank’s staff that would not have 
been expected, had the author come from Bretton Woods Law. Similarly, a Bretton Woods 
Law employee would have had no reason to ask Davis Polk & Wardwell to “put these 
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criminals from the AfDB in their place and expose their unprofessional actions and lies today 
to their bank President”. 

 
62. It is apparent from the content of the two anonymous letters received by Davis Polk & 

Wardwell, that the authors were clearly disgruntled Bank employees. In these 
circumstances, Bretton Woods Law was not in a position of conflict of interest, and nothing 
precluded members of the firm from acting as external independent investigators. 

 
63. The other procedural irregularity pointed to by the Applicant was the Bank’s failure to 

comply with stipulated time frames. He submits that the Disciplinary Proceedings 
commenced on 1 April 2015 and the Disciplinary Committee report was published on 26 
June 2015. As such, he alleges that the report was produced out of the time limits set out 
in Staff Rule 102.05 (c) and is therefore invalid. According to the Applicant the Disciplinary 
Proceedings were deemed to have terminated without any report having been produced.  

 
 

64. The Applicant was notified of the decision of the Bank to dismiss him by letter dated 16 July 
2015, which notice was amended by letter dated 28 July 2015. The Applicant submits that 
the Vice President made her decision after the 30-day time limit set out in Rule 102.05 had 
expired. This Rule provides that the Vice President has 30 days from receipt of the Report 
of the Disciplinary Committee to make a decision whether or not to impose a disciplinary 
measure. 

 
65. It was common cause that the Applicant’s suspension lasted longer than 6 months, thereby 

violating Rule 101.01 of the Staff Rules. The suspension in fact lasted 16 months.  
 

66. The Applicant submits that he and his family suffered severely as a result of the lengthy 
suspension and the delay in finalizing the disciplinary proceedings. He speaks of anxiety, 
prejudice, psychological stress and moral suffering. He, his wife and his children were 
severely and adversely impacted by the continued extensions of his suspension, which 
continued even after their relocation from Tunis to Abidjan. The Applicant was forced to 
seek medical help from psychologists.  

 
67. The Applicant submits that the Tribunal should find that the cumulative effect of the 

disregard of the Rules and time-limits by the Bank, is to render the entire disciplinary 
proceedings flawed and irregular. 

 
68. The Bank disputes that the Report of the Disciplinary Committee was published on 26 June 

2015. It submits that the Report of the Disciplinary Committee was communicated to the 
Vice President by memorandum dated 29 May 2015, within the time-limit allowed for in 
Staff Rule 201.05(c). It has attached a copy of the email sent by the Chairperson of the 
Disciplinary Committee, to the Vice President, recording that the Report was completed 
and attached to his email for her attention. The Bank has thus placed documentary proof 
before the Tribunal in support of its submission that the Report was published on 29 May 
2015. The Bank is unable to explain how a date stamp of 26 June 2015 appears on the 
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French version of the Disciplinary Committee’s report.  In the absence of further evidence 
supporting the allegation made by the Applicant in this regard and in light of the 
documentary evidence supplied by the Bank, it cannot be found, with sufficient certainty, 
that the Bank flouted the time-limits as contended by the Applicant. 

 
69. The Bank contends that once the Vice President had received the report, she formed the 

view that there were certain inconsistencies in the analysis of the evidence and requested 
a separate analysis from the General Counsel. This referral was done within 30 days of her 
having received the report, with notice written to the Applicant, and within the allowed 
time period. In the circumstances, Staff Rule 102.05(c) was not flouted by the Bank. 

 
70. In S.A.C v African Development Bank, cited above, the Tribunal held that it suffices for the 

Vice President to communicate to the Applicant within the 30 day’s timeline that she 
intends to seek a “separate evaluation” of the evidence under Staff Rule 102.08 (b). 
Provided this is done, it cannot be said that the Bank acted in violation of Staff Rule 102.05 
(c). 

 
71. As regards the period of suspension, the Bank accepts that in terms of Staff Rule 101.01 (b), 

a staff member facing a charge of misconduct may be suspended for three months pending 
investigation and this may be extended for an additional three months.  

 
72. The question to be determined by the Tribunal is the effect of the Bank’s violation of Staff 

Rule 101.01(b) resulting in the suspension of the Applicant for a period of 16 months. The 
Tribunal has previously cautioned the Bank to respect statutory time limits and noted that 
its failure to do so could, in appropriate circumstances, lead to the setting aside of a 
decision taken out of time. (S.A.C. v African Development Bank). 

 
73. The Tribunal accepts that the investigation process was complex and hampered by 

numerous and unforeseen challenges which caused delay. In any event, it would appear 
that the investigation itself took an inordinately long period, even for a matter of this 
complexity. Bretton Woods Law were appointed as investigators in August 2013 and their 
final investigative report was only issued on 13 October 2014, more than a year later. It was 
only four months later, on 23 February 2015, that the Applicant was served with a 
document entitled “Charges Pursuant to an Investigation”. There has been no explanation 
by the Bank for the reason of this four month delay.  

 
74. In light of the gravity of the allegations against the Applicant and the weight of the evidence 

incriminating him, the Tribunal has concluded that it is not appropriate to set aside the 
disciplinary action on the basis of undue delay. However, having regard to the prolonged 
suspension and the flagrant disregard by the Bank of the statutory time-limits, it is 
appropriate that the Tribunal award the Applicant a nominal amount of damages under 
this heading. 
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75. The Applicant submits that the forensic search of his laptop was carried out unlawfully and 
that any evidence garnered in such search should not be admissible against him. He says 
that Bretton Woods Law, contrary to the terms of the notice issued for the surrender of his 
laptop, conducted an overly extensive search into his private affairs and manipulated 
private information obtained from his laptop. According to the Applicant, the Bank had no 
authority to view his personal emails and private conversations between him and other 
Bank employees. He specifically took issue with the legality of Skype conversations with his 
former colleague, Ms E. O., that were used against him. 

 
76. The Tribunal is of the view that this submission is without merit for a number of reasons. 

In this case, the Bank had reasonable grounds to believe that the leak of the confidential 
opinion emanated from within the IACD. It was, therefore, entirely reasonable for the Bank 
to examine the computers of IACD employees in the process of the investigation. At some 
stage the investigators decided to retain external independent forensic experts to assist in 
the examination of the computers of IACD employees. The necessary approvals for these 
searches were obtained from within the Bank.   

 
77. Presidential Directive No. 4/2013 addresses the security of the Bank’s information systems 

and the appropriate use of Bank computers. Paragraph 4.4 of the Directive states that Bank 
employees cannot have a complete expectation of privacy when they use Bank computers 
for private purposes, cautioning employees not to use the Bank’s communications systems 
if they want to ensure that their personal communications are kept private. 

 
78. Paragraph 5.3 of the Directive specifically identifies the transmission of inflammatory 

comments or offensive language as prohibited uses of the Bank’s computers. Paragraph 7.3 
notes that there may be circumstances where the Bank may access the computers of Bank 
employees. According to paragraph 9.1 of the Directive, the Bank may access computers 
where there are grounds to believe that there has been a breach of the Bank’s rules, 
regulations, policies, procedures etc.  

 
79. Paragraph 9.2 of the Presidential Directive states that, where possible, a computer user will 

be notified of the computer search, and will be invited to be present when the forensic 
search is conducted. The Applicant was aware of the fact that his computer was to be 
searched, and acknowledged this in writing on 5 February 2014 when he handed over his 
computer to a member of the investigation team for forensic analysis. 

 
80. It does not appear from the Application papers that the Applicant was invited to observe 

the forensic examination of his computer. However, it is apparent from paragraph 5.19 of 
the investigation report that the external investigators supervised the imaging of the 
Applicant’s computer, and the computer was kept in a secure location throughout the 
period that it was in the custody of the external investigators.  

 
81. In these circumstances, the Tribunal is satisfied that the integrity of the computer evidence 

was preserved. The Applicant has not demonstrated a legal basis for the exclusion of the 
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forensic evidence obtained by the investigators and the Tribunal finds that this evidence is 
admissible in this proceeding. 
 

82. The final procedural issue to be dealt with is the “separate evaluation” conducted by the 
General Counsel, at the request of the Vice President, in accordance with Staff Rule 102.08 
(b). The decision of the Vice President to seek a separate evaluation was, in accordance 
with Staff Rule 102.05 (c), communicated to the Applicant through a letter dated 10 June 
2014, within 30 days of having received the recommendation from the Disciplinary 
Committee.  
 

83. The Applicant has alleged that the General Counsel was an interested party in this matter 
from the outset as he had overseen the Bretton Woods Law investigation, responded to 
the Applicant’s complaint regarding the seizure of his (Applicant’s) laptop and been copied 
on all correspondence relating to the Applicant’s suspension and extension thereof. The 
General Counsel had apparently also advised the Vice President on the Applicant’s request 
for Administrative Review. It is the General Counsel who had sent an excerpt of the draft 
final investigative report to the Applicant for his comment.  

 
84. Staff Rule 102.08 does not mandate the securing of a separate evaluation from a party 

outside the Bank’s hierarchical structure and as such, the involvement of the General 
Counsel was permissible. The Tribunal recognizes that it is customary for this separate 
evaluation to be done by the Office of the General Counsel, as lawyers are, by their training, 
familiar with analyzing evidence and giving advice. However, in this matter, and having 
regard to the previous role played by the General Counsel in the investigation, the Bank 
may have been better advised to seek an evaluation from an entity other than the General 
Counsel. 

 
85. In any event, the Tribunal is of the view that the review of this matter by the General 

Counsel does not vitiate the investigation as the Tribunal is in as good a position to review 
the evidence and determine whether or not the dismissal was justified. 

 
86. In respect of the merits of the Application, it is important to note the onus and standard of 

proof in a case such as this.  The onus will generally be on an Applicant to establish the 
merits of their Application. However, where the Application involves the termination of the 
employment of a Bank employee, the onus will be on the Bank to establish a prima facie 
case that the employee committed misconduct justifying dismissal, following which the 
onus shifts to the employee to rebut the evidence against them: N.O. v A.D.B., Application 
No. 2007/004. 

 
87. It is trite that administrative proceedings are not governed by the same standard of proof 

as criminal proceedings. The standard of proof in proceedings such these is proof on a 
balance of probabilities. (M.X-D-P v African Development Bank, Application No. 2011/14). 
The Bank does not have to establish the Applicant’s guilt beyond all reasonable doubt. It is 
sufficient if the Bank can establish on a balance of probabilities that it had just cause to 
terminate the Applicant’s employment. While mere suspicion or speculation will not be 
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enough, direct evidence of misconduct is not required. Cogent circumstantial evidence that 
reasonably leads to a conclusion of guilt may be sufficient to establish misconduct justifying 
the termination.  

 
88. Has the Bank established a prima facie case that the Applicant committed an act or acts of 

misconduct that were sufficiently grave so as to justify his dismissal from the Bank? For the 
reasons that follow, the answer to this question is a resounding, yes. 

 
89. The evidence has revealed that shortly after the privileged legal opinion was sent to IACD 

on 18 June 2013, the Applicant conducted internet searches of names that had been 
mentioned in the privileged opinion – names that had nothing to do with his work at the 
Bank. This constitutes compelling circumstantial evidence establishing that the Applicant 
had viewed the document. 

 
90. Furthermore, the 13 July 2013 covering letter sent to Davis Polk & Wardwell made specific 

reference to the anonymous letter sent to them on 22 April 2013. This, coupled with the 
similarity in the content of the two letters, supports the conclusion that the Applicant had 
also been involved in the sending of the April letter. 

 
91. Furthermore, the name “Alghan Ali” appeared on the computer of the Applicant, directly 

linking him with the anonymous letter that had been sent to the President of the Bank. 
Consequently, the Tribunal finds that sufficient evidence has been adduced by the Bank to 
establish the Applicant’s complicity in the leak of the confidential opinion, on a balance of 
probabilities. 

 
92. The forensic evidence extracted from the Applicant’s laptop included damning excerpts 

from Skype discussions between the Applicant and an account holder identified as 
“Guchi439”, which the Bank submits belonged to Ms E. O. In these conversations, both 
participants express open hostility towards certain of their colleagues and in particular 
towards the Director of IACD. It is apparent from some of the conversations that both the 
Applicant and “Guchi439” did not have the Bank’s best interests at heart. They express a 
desire to obstruct the external investigation into the leak of the confidential opinion and to 
their desire to see the Bank fail in the sanctions case involving the Hitachi group. In a 
conversation that took place on 12 November 2013, it is recorded that they will “watch and 
see how IACD will be exposed at sanctions tribunal…. [a colleague] will be cut to size like 
dyanko”. 

 
93. Is dismissal the appropriate sanction? The leaks in this matter were malicious in nature and 

made with the intention of derailing the Bank’s investigation into its largest private sector 
investment since its inception. The Bank’s reputation, integrity and standing in the 
international community was in danger of being jeopardised by the actions of the 
Applicant. It has been held that “reputational damage is necessarily a serious matter for a 
multinational financial institution mandated to serve the needs of the poor and developing 
countries”. (Gnanathurai v Asian Development Bank, decision No 79, 17 August 2007). It is 
an aggravating factor that the leaks emanated from a person in the position of the 
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Applicant. A person from within the very department that was responsible for carrying out 
investigations and working in the best interests of the Bank. 

  
94. The Tribunal is of the view that the Applicant engaged in serious misconduct, designed to 

bring the Bank into disrepute. In the circumstance, his dismissal was justified. 
 

95. The Applicant’s Appeal no 236 before the Staff Appeals committee is still pending and has 
not yet been finalised. In light of this decision that appeal has now become moot. 

 
VI. THE DECISION 

 
96. For the above reasons: 

 
1) The Applicant is awarded the sum of $5 000,00  as compensation for the Bank’s 

failure to comply with the statutory time limits in respect of his suspension. 
 
2) All the remaining claims of the Applicant are dismissed.  
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